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Abstract
Blockchain is expected to create a variety of new
opportunities for businesses. Yet, little is known about
how companies can exploit business value from the
technology. However, without a clear understanding
of how, and corresponding adaption of business
practices, the realization of value is doomed to failure.
Hence, we contribute to this gap by analyzing and
explicating the specificities of value creation from
blockchain in the ecosystem of a car. In the course of
an exploratory case analysis we conducted interviews
and workshops with industry and blockchain experts
from five diverse stakeholder groups. In brief, we
provide early evidence that (1) blockchain enables
value creation through: Distributed Product
Innovation, Controlled Customer Intimacy and Shared
Operational Efficiency. Further, (2) we derive
guidelines and discuss learnings for other businesses
aiming to leverage value from blockchain technology.

1. Introduction
Whenever a company embraces a new technology
they aim for some form of value generation to either
create or to sustain competitive advantage [1]. This
also applies for blockchain, the technology that is
expected to have great impact on a vast variety of
industries [2]. Thus, many companies today are
forming consortia, and spending time and resources
exploring the potential of the technology with the hope
of creating new business value for their companies.
According to IDC’s (International Data Corporation)
worldwide semiannual blockchain spending guide
$945 million was spent on blockchain solutions in
2017. This amount is expected to reach $2.1 billion
during 2018 [3]. We have seen many proof-ofconcepts showing that blockchain can provide
valuable solutions to existing problems, for example
mitigating transactional risk in the Bill of Lading
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process [4] or solving information asymmetries in the
market for lemons [5]. However, despite great
investments and promising benefits, it is not yet clear
how companies will be able to exploit business value
from the technology. Given this ambiguity, managers
struggle in the adaption of blockchain to their
businesses when moving from prototyping to
implementation phase. Taking a business perspective
and focusing on the problems of managers, who aim
to maximize the business value from the technology,
we raise the following research questions:
RQ 1: How can blockchain enable companies to
create value in the car ecosystem1?
RQ 2: What guidelines can we derive for other
businesses aiming to create value from blockchain?
To answer these questions, we conducted an
exploratory study in the course of a larger Action
Design Research [6] project called Car Dossier and
applied the theoretical lens of Treacy and Wiersema
[7] to explicate the value potential from blockchain.
Car Dossier is a joint European project including
multiple stakeholders, ranging from a car importer and
retailer, a road-traffic authority, an insurance
company, and a car-sharing company, each acting as
representatives for their respective industries. These
diverse stakeholders collaborate to build a blockchainbased platform that allows to store all relevant data,
during the life-cycle of a car, in order to better serve
the car ecosystem in a variety of use-cases. Thus, these
stakeholders will interact with each other on the basis
of blockchain, in order to store and process data. In the
following, we will use the term ‘the consortium’, when
we refer to collaborative activities including all of the
above-mentioned stakeholders. When taking the
specific lens of one of the stakeholders, we will use the
following abbreviations: insurer, car retailer, roadtraffic authority (RTA), Car Sharing Company (CSC).
To reach our research objective, we conducted
semi-structured expert interviews, held workshops
with all stakeholders individually and jointly, and used
conceptual modelling of business processes and dataflows. Overall we conducted three iterative

1 With car ecosystem we refer to all business areas along the lifecycle of a car after production.
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exploration steps which resulted in: (1) a deeper
understanding of the problem- and solution-space, (2)
a thorough literature review and the adaption of
scholarly concepts to explain observed phenomena
(RQ1), and finally (3) derive guidelines from the
results and discuss the learnings from our case and
answer RQ2. The paper is structured as follows: in
section 2 we depart from digital technologies and
digital innovation, we introduce blockchain, and
describe the three value disciplines that served as our
theoretical lens to analyze the business potential in the
Car Dossier project. Section 3 describes the applied
methods, and section 4 presents the results. In section
5 we derive guidelines from our case and discuss
learnings for other practitioners. Finally, section 6
presents limitations, future outlook and conclusions.

2. Background Literature
2.1. Digital technology and digital innovation
Many determinants need to be evaluated to define
how a firm achieves and sustains competitive
advantage. While the business model and the
environment have been characterized as key
determinants that directly influence a company’s
success, change is claimed to impact both, the business
model and the environment in which businesses
compete [8], [9]. Hence, change, that can arise from
many sources (e.g. competitors, suppliers, customers,
or technology) indirectly affects a company’s
performance [8]. Today, digital technologies account
for one of the greatest sources of change due to the
continuously accelerating rate of innovation that again
result in novel technologies [11]–[13]. If companies
miss out these opportunities, just as the formation of
the internet economy has shown, digital technologies
can very quickly change how business is being done
and render existing business models obsolete [14].
Thus, making the determinants of successful firms not
static but rather dynamic that require constant
innovation [9]. Narrowing the concept of innovation,
Fichman et. al. [12] defined digital innovation as “a
product, process, or business model that is perceived
as new, requires some significant changes on the part
of adaptors, and is embodied in or enabled by IT”.
This definition incorporates both product [15] and
process innovation [13], [16], [17] but also business
model innovation [9], a more recent class of
innovation in IS research. Hence, following this
definition, every new digital technology that requires
significant change calls for digital innovation.
Blockchain, a technology that comes with many new
properties, is often claimed as being such a disruptive

game changer with the potential to transform existing
businesses or even create entirely new industries [18],
[19], [20]. Thus, requires further in-depth analysis to
understand how to harness its full potential [2].

2.2. Blockchain Technology
Evolving from, and still most predominantly
known for, blockchain is the underlying technology of
Bitcoin, a decentralized virtual currency and since
then raised a lot of attention for other applications [5],
[21], [22]. In its essence, blockchain is a distributed
ledger maintained and shared between nodes in a
decentralized peer-to-peer network [23]–[25]. All
nodes share the same copy of the ledger, and changes
are reflected immediately to all participants of the
network. To ensure a single version of truth, all
transactions are agreed upon through consensus. More
specifically, entries in a blockchain are only accepted
if they build on honest pervious entries and adhere to
predefined protocols, ensuring tamper-proofness and
validity [4], [26]. Despite various systematizations of
the key characteristics of blockchain, delimiting it
from mere distributed databases [4], analyzing the
interrelations of its key characteristics [27], or
applying a layered perspective [28], currently there is
no unified definition of blockchain in literature. This
might be due to the fact that there is no ‘one and only’
blockchain, but rather different instantiations of its key
constructs. Specifically, variations in the properties
regulating access rights to transactions have created
grounds for classification [29]. Table 1 gives an
overview about current classification of blockchain
types, along the two dimensions: (a) read and write
access, and (b) validation rights to transactions.
Table 1. Blockchain types
(based on Peters & Panayi [29])
Access to
Transaction:
(a) Read &
Write

Public

Private

(b) Validation
Permissioned
All nodes can read
and write
transaction, only
approved nodes can
validate transactions.
Only approved nodes
can read, write, and
validate transactions.

Permissionless
All nodes can
read, write, and
validate
transactions.
Not applicable

While, in a public-permissionless blockchain
unknown nodes are free to join the network, and read,
write, and validate transactions, in a privatepermissioned blockchain, only registered nodes have
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specific rights to perform transactions. Furthermore, a
private-permissioned
blockchain
allows
to
differentiate between validating and non-validating
peers, which regulates the validation of transactions
and ledger maintenance. Compared to publicpermissioned blockchain, this enables increased
network security and increased scalability
performance of the blockchain network [30], [31].
Besides this classification, the concept of enterprise
blockchain starts emerging in literature, which refer to
blockchain systems that are adapted in a way to fit
specific business needs [2]. There are many reasons
for the necessity of business adaption of the
technology. For example, businesses have to consider
privacy concerns of their customers, their own
business secrets, and not least legal restrictions to data
protection [2], [32]. This also applies for the Car
Dossier project, the case that serves as unit of analysis
for this research paper. Evaluating the trade-offs of
transparency vs. anonymity with respect to read-,
write-, and validation- access, considering latest data
protection regulations, as well as the trade-offs with
respect to performance of transaction processing, the
consortium decided to use a private-permissioned
blockchain. Comparing the chosen blockchain to
centralized technologies, these were legally and
organizationally not acceptable for the stakeholders.
Finally, other distributed technologies might be
available, but at that point of time those were not
sufficiently mature to be accepted for this project.
Today, literature in the blockchain domain is in a
very early stage. From a high-level category
perspective, the two notable categories found in peerreviewed articles gather around technology and
economics [33]–[35]. Thus, we follow the calls for
further investigation of the business potential of
blockchain technology [18], [26], [27].

companies excelling in operational efficiency serve
the customers’ needs through providing products and
services with minimal inconvenience and at the lowest
costs possible. Aligning and focusing the operating
model on one of these three value disciplines, is not
least since the internet economy the key to success for
many businesses [14], [36]. As the computer business
exemplified, the sudden drastic reduction in
interaction costs changed the way companies
exchanged goods and services and opened access to
unexploited value that was quickly grasped by
specialists rather than generalists [14]. Blockchain
provides similar potential to reduce transaction costs
even further [24], [37], [38], and especially on the
application layer provide greater possibility to
specialize and focus business operations [28]. Hence,
exploring value creation through the value disciplines
[7] provides a good tool to analyze the business
potential in the Car Dossier project. Furthermore,
given the novelty of the technology and the widereaching concept of digital innovation, spanning
product, process and business model, through the
value disciplines lens we can address all three. This is
because on the one hand the value disciplines are
broad in the sense that they incorporate the view on a
company’s culture, business processes, management
and IT systems [7] and support key IT design decisions
[39]. On the other hand, they give the necessary focus
to exploit specific customer values and help to
explicate these for our stakeholders on a more
operational level. To be comprehensive, Treacy and
Wiersema [7] also discuss and provide a lens for
companies that excel at more than one of the value
disciplines, ‘Master of Two’ [36]. However, this
requires to resolve the tension that exists between each
value disciplines first, thus should be considered for
analysis at a later stage.

2.3. The Value Disciplines

3. Methodology

To explicate potential business value of blockchain
we utilized the value disciplines initially described by
Treacy and Wiersema [7]. They suggest that
businesses must select and excel in one of the three
value disciplines: Product Leadership, Customer
Intimacy or Operational Excellence, while remaining
competitive at the other two. According to the authors,
product leadership “means offering customers
leading-edge products and services that consistently
enhance the customer’s use or application of the
product, thereby making rivals’ goods obsolete” [7].
Excellence in customer intimacy refers to a company’s
superior ability to match exactly the individual
customer needs by segmenting and targeting
specifically, compared to its competitors. Finally [7],

The lack of knowledge of how business value can
be created from blockchain is a common problem of
current blockchain projects. Thus, informed by a
problem with practical relevance [40] we explored this
general problem in the course of a larger Action
Design Research project [6], the Car Dossier.
However, in this paper we solely focus on explicating
the value potential from the technology through
qualitative data analysis. Drawing on the findings
from our case, it is our goal to derive guidelines for the
design of a blockchain systems that will allow
business value creation for practitioners [40]–[42].
Despite the focus on one project, the multitude and
diversity of project partners in this project greatly
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represent the car ecosystem and hence serve as
excellent subject for examination. Overall, this
exploratory analysis is grounded on four data sources:
(1) in total 12 stakeholder interviews (between 50 – 70
min. each), (2) four consortium workshops (between
40 – 60 min. each), (3) conceptual models, in the form
of business process flows or data-models and, (4)
further company information that were provided by
the stakeholders individually and jointly. The
interviews and workshops served the purpose of
eliciting information and evaluating results. All
interviewees were either subject matter experts or CLevel managers from the partner companies and active
participants in the Car Dossier project, participate in
regular design and development sessions. Hence, all
interview participants shared a common understanding
of the blockchain technology they were questioned
about. Throughout these iterative exploration and
evaluation loops conceptual models were developed
and refined. All interviews were conducted as semistructured interviews [43] and later transcribed and
analyzed with qualitative data analysis software. For
the coding, an open coding process was used [44] and
the coded units were phrases, sentences and
paragraphs [45]. To increase internal validity and
ensure a shared conception of reflection, the codebook
was crosschecked between the authors [46]. The goals,
applied methods, and conceptual models that we used
during the three iterative data collection steps followed
both, the guidelines for theory-generating design
science research [47], and the guidelines for applying
the Value Disciplines as a tool to understand and shape
IT decisions [39], and can be summarized as follows:
(1) First we aimed for a clear understanding of the
problem and solution space [39], [47] and for that
performed two semi-structured interview rounds. (1a)
the first interviews were conducted between May and
July 2017. Each partner company was interviewed
individually to create a general understanding of the
specific problem domain [39] of each partner. The
questions addressed the overall business model of each
company, the specific business area that are related to
the Car Dossier project, and finally the goals of each
stakeholder with respect to the joint project. This
resulted in a process diagram, in ERM-Notation [48],
documenting current business processes and
especially highlighting potential interfaces to the
planned Car Dossier blockchain architecture. The
business processes were also evaluated with the
project partners individually. (1b) a second interview
round was conducted between September and October
2017 and served to further narrow the problem area
[39] of each stakeholder, as well as the consortium.
Thus, we asked each partner company to described
their problem in their own words and outline potential

ways for data and information sharing through the
joint blockchain infrastructure. This enabled to model
future data and process flows [48] for the ecosystem
via the planned blockchain architecture which were
then evaluated in a joint consortium workshop.
(2) Next, on the basis of these thorough insights,
coupled with knowledge from scholarly theories
introduced earlier, we derived ideas for future value
creation mechanisms. This resulted in 15 high-level
business concepts [47] each centering around one of
the previously introduced value disciplines [39]
targeting the car ecosystem. The idea behind this was
to provide each stakeholder and the consortium with
three options, focusing on a choice between the value
disciplines.
(3) These business concepts were evaluated again
through interviews with stakeholders individually and
the consortium [47]. Here we specifically focused on
the interrelation of the business concepts with the
technology [39].
(4) Finally, this allowed us to explicate the value
potential from blockchain and abstract knowledge for
value creating blockchain design decisions [39], [47].

4. Results
In this section we present our results from the
qualitative analysis of the third step, the evaluation of
the value discipline centered business concepts. We do
so by giving specific examples from the Car Dossier
project for each of the value disciplines and underpin
these with code units. Table 2 shows the roles and
affiliation of the interviewees during this step.
Table 2. Interview / workshop participants
during the 3rd step (evaluation-phase)
Affiliation
Software
Company

Importer &
Retailer
Insurance
Company
Road
Traffic
Authority
Car Sharing
Company

Role
Car Dossier Project
Management
Car Dossier Project
Management
C-Level Management
Subject Matter Expert
C-Level Management
Subject Matter Expert
C-Level Management
Subject Matter Expert

Short name
SC_PM_1

C-Level Management
Subject Matter Expert

CSC_M
CSC_E

SC_PM_2
IR_M
IR_E
IC_M
IC_E
RTA_M
RTA_E

Next to the stakeholders mentioned earlier, the
project also involves a Software Company which also
participated in the interviews. The Software Company
is responsible for system development and project
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management activities. Thus, they share the same
understanding of the technology that they were
questioned about, as the other interviewees.
Due to space limitations, for each value discipline,
we will focus on one business concept and explain on
the horizontal level the pervasive character of
blockchain enabled value creation. Figure 1 illustrates
the blockchain characteristic that emerged as code
units from the interview analysis and which were
categorized into blockchain capabilities. Finally,
enabled by the blockchain characteristics, the
blockchain capabilities enable the manifestations of
the blockchain value disciplines: Distributed Product
Innovation, Controlled Customer Intimacy and Shared
Operational Efficiency. The resulting blockchain
characteristics and capabilities will be explained in
detail in section 4.1, whereas section 4.2 and 4.3 will
only shortly exemplified these, again due to space
limitations and to keep the focus on our contribution,
the specificities of value creation through blockchain.

Figure 1. Blockchain enabled value creation

4.1. Distributed Product Innovation
From the first two interview rounds we learned that
a key problem the consortium aims to solve through
blockchain is the information asymmetry between
buyers and sellers during the sale of a used car (market
for lemons problem in academic literature [49]). This
also marks the initial case that brought together the
consortium, namely addressing this information
asymmetry through a blockchain-based digital dossier,
a car dossier, that stores all relevant events during the
life-cycle of a car. Thus, the stakeholders aim to store
and process all car-related data and information, and
jointly create a car dossier for all cars on the market.
The justification for blockchain to solve this problem
in general was evaluated thoroughly by the

stakeholders and also in academia [5]. Still a variety
of alternatives exist in how specifically IT might
approach this problem. Thus, by questioning through
the value discipline lens, we were able to understand
the strategic focus of the consortium and the pervasive
blockchain characteristics they rely on to create
customer value through a car dossier. The consortium
showed agreement that they aim for product leadership
through providing a new and innovative offering to a
yet unserved market. Besides little disagreement
whether to classify it as a product or service, the
interviewees mentioned: "With the consortium glasses
car dossier clearly is a service innovation which
solves a clear need, that customer have, but which they
might not necessarily be aware of today, (…) I would
say there is great unserved potential to leverage
through providing this transparency with car dossier."
(IC_E). Another said, “It is for sure a quite complex
product, however also a very innovative one for our
customers” (CSC_M). Once the strategic focus was
clearly delineated, during the discussions with the
consortium, we further asked about the novelty and
necessity of blockchain for creating car dossier. The
responses were pretty clear, “Blockchain is the only
technology, as of today, that allows all of us to work
together.” (RTA_M). Another framed it in a
paraoxon, “Of course we could solve these
collaboration challenges we previously had differently
but if we would do so, and evaluate the resulting
technology neutrally, we would end up with exactly a
solution as blockchain” (SC_PM_1). When we dug
deeper and asked what specifically about blockchain it
was that enabled them to collaborate and build the car
dossier, we managed to ascertain the key blockchain
characteristics they rely on. Namely on the one hand,
immutability and distributed storage of data. As these
two blockchain characteristics were always used
jointly or interchangeably to explain the key
blockchain capabilities that they relied on, during the
coding process we categorized these as the blockchain
capabilities enabling: data validity. For example, one
manager explained: “The security aspect of
blockchain is something of very high priority for us.
Data must be safe, immutable and not manipulable by
anybody. (…) Being sure about the validity of the data
is the alpha and omega for our business, which
blockchain provides us now." (RTA_M). On the other
hand, the blockchain characteristics, transparency
(through sharing data and information), and
decentralized consensus (for validating transactions)
were mentioned by the consortium as key
characteristics that allow increased data access and
finally enable them to innovate and create the car
dossier. Again, these two characteristics were
mentioned not only once, however when the partners,
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for example referred to transparency, they always also
emphasized again the reliability of the data entry that
they aim to achieve through utilizing decentralized
consensus mechanisms. E.g.: “So many changes occur
during the life-cycle of a car, sometimes even on a
daily basis. Thus, it would not be enough to get a
snapshot every now and then, (…) but being able to
dynamically have insights to all changes and being
sure about these entries is what blockchain-consensus
enables us (…).” (IR_M). Vice versa, when they
talked about distributed consensus they also
emphasized transparency enabling data access:
“Through mutual verification we can now trust the
data entry of others, and even use what they added to
the database to further process it.” (RTA_E).
Finally, a third blockchain capability emerged
from the characteristics, programmability/versatility
and autonomous services, namely the ability to create
a standardized and reliable infrastructure. However,
when talking about these blockchain characteristics
the interviewees mainly referred to the adaptable
application logic and the possibilities for
implementing smart services, that builds on the
underlying key data structure and infrastructure logic.
Thus, also in accordance with the literature introduced
earlier [28], we grouped the first two capabilities to the
fabric layer and the third capability to the application
layer. For the car dossier, a product that is created
jointly from multiple independent stakeholders,
especially the adaptability to their own infrastructure
was mentioned as the most important factor. For
instance, one manager explained: “We are building a
really innovative product with many original owners,
thus, allowing individual integration but also aligning
different things from different owners is really
essential here.” (SC_PM_1).
In sum, from our case we learned that blockchain
enables product innovation, through enabling
companies to create data access and data validity and
a reliable and standardized infrastructure which in turn
draws on key blockchain characteristics (shown in
Figure 1). However, as the above delineated results
show, the car dossier is not an innovation of one
company alone but arises from the joint efforts of
multiple stakeholders. Or as one manager framed it, in
this project “all help each other to get better, and this
is only possible together.” (SC_PM_1). The
stakeholders are all experienced in the car market , and
also pursue the same interests, which is to serve the
needs of buyers and sellers of used cars through
providing a novel information product, the car dossier.
Yet especially, “the network of partners in this
consortium is essential to achieve early market entry
and leadership.” (SC_PM_2). All stakeholders
mentioned that they were aware of this customer need

before, yet they lacked the necessary capabilities that
enables them provide a trusted solution. Thus, the key
difference blockchain makes, is that it goes beyond
simply product innovation but enables companies to
collaborate and innovate in a distributed manner.
Hence, through the creation of a new product, the car
dossier that has multiple owners, the stakeholders are
able to create value and excel through distributed
product innovation.

4.2. Controlled Customer Intimacy
Through collaboration over a shared and
transparent ledger, the stakeholders discovered that the
technology also creates opportunities to even further
customize their existing products and services
according to niche customer preferences. Hence,
allowing the stakeholders to create additional value.
This is yet again possible only through increased
access to valid data and just as importantly through a
reliable and standardized infrastructure. However,
access to customer data over the blockchain requires
the consent of that customer. Thus, blockchain enables
value creation through customization, however in a
controlled manner.
One example from our Car Dossier project is the
possibility to customize insurance services. Or as one
partners summarized it: “Today our insurance
premiums and services are packaged the way they are
because we lack knowledge. For example, about the
quality of a car. Thus, simply said, we have to put all
customers in the same pot. Now, through blockchain
and the Car Dossier project we would be able to tailor
our services better to our customers’ needs because
we can be sure that we are taking about that specific
car with that specificities.” (IC_E). Or as another put
it more succinctly “blockchain enables us to customize
our products better, one example could be object
pricing” (IC_M). With respect to the blockchain
capabilities they also further elaborated and explained,
for instance, increased data access and data validity as
follows: “We could also give discounts dynamically
because through the blockchain system we can query
information, for example about mileage, regularly and
hence give you a plus or minus on a quarterly-basis
(…). The data might have been collected through one
of our partners, or even through dongles
automatically, and we need not to bother the customer
for that, since we can be sure about the correctness of
the data. (…) Plus, we can get access to more data, for
example from the importer or the manufacturer, and
make more precise evaluations.” (IC_M). When we
asked why they did not leverage this potential before,
we could again elicit that it is specifically the interplay
of all three blockchain capabilities that enables them
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now to created value through increased customer
intimacy. One expert framed it simply: “It is a matter
of trust. Ok, maybe we could trust the importer we
collaborate in this project with, however, thinking
further we also want to integrate other car importer
and retailer which we maybe cannot trust.” (IC_E).
Yet, blockchain adds a specificity to the customization
of products and services: “We have to be careful here.
I think intimacy is an unstable balance with
blockchain. It is much more a give and take then
before. (...) You’ll have to build up the trust from the
customers to the insurance companies first, so that
they will allow you access into their data.”
(SC_PM_1). What the manager refers to in this
specific case also emerged in other examples and
hence, we classified it as control by the customer.
Since all development effort of the project build on the
principle, “we make the customer, the owner of the
data, responsible for his or her data him-/herself.”
(SC_PM_2), customers will no longer have to
acquiesce everything. In turn, for our partners this
means, “only the one that play fairly get a chance to
better customer intimacy. That is something new for
businesses we all have to get used to.” (SC_PM_1).
All in all, this clearly exemplifies that blockchain
allows companies to create value through controlled
customer intimacy. On the one hand, the increased
access to valid data allows companies to better
understand their customers and tailor their services
accordingly. On the other hand, standardization of
infrastructure and data-formats create low friction for
access and inhibit high costs. Yet, the relationship to
customers experiences a twist, in a way that they gain
increased control over their customization. Thus,
value creation, through controlled customization, over
blockchain will only function for stakeholders “that
rule this game through fair give and take"
(SC_PM_1).

4.3. Shared Operational Efficiency
Removing mistrust between industry players,
blockchain further promises each company to improve
operations through sharing processes and leveraging
cross-organizational efficiencies. Hence, those
companies that focus on the possibilities of reducing
transaction costs through sharing processes via
blockchain, can achieve shared operational
excellence. In the Car Dossier project this is yet
another important business case for some of the
stakeholders. “The collaboration with regards to
business processes is where I see the great value
lever.” (IR_M). Another stakeholder mentioned:
"Blockchain finally allows us to achieve agreement

with regards to business processes and resolve
inefficiencies.” (RTA_E).
To give a specific example, today information
flows between customers, car importer, customs and
the RTA are characterized by manual processes
relying on physical documentation. This leads not too
often to poor data quality for the authorities and the
importer, but also to inconvenience and doubled work
for both, the customers and the stakeholders.
Customers have to provide similar details, to multiple
stakeholders, in physical forms, and time-consuming
ways. One example for this is the import form, a
central document during the import process of a car
that changes hands multiple times, not only between a
customer and stakeholders, but also between
businesses directly. Thus, providing great potential for
reducing transactions costs through blockchain.
Adding to that, blockchain particularly enables cost
reduction across organizations. One interviewee
stated: “Yes I am pretty sure that, as of today,
blockchain is the only technology that allows us to
resolve these inefficiencies and jointly digitize these
things.” (RTA_E). When we further asked ‘why
blockchain’, they again most importantly referred to
the security aspects of blockchain. “Being sure about
data validity and knowing where it comes from, and
having the possibility to trace things, is key for
authorities like us” (RTA_M). Also, the importer
agreed to the necessity of blockchain to digitize these
important, and often shared documents in a tamperproof manner. When we asked conversely, they also
mentioned the lack of trust in data validity and the lack
of possibilities to share these documents in a secure
and reliable way as the key reason for not being able
to resolve these inefficiencies so far. Finally, the
stakeholders agreed that this would lead to increased
customer convenience and minimize points of failure
at both ends, authorities like RTA and customs, but
also businesses operating as car importer. Next to
customer convenience, they further stressed the
potential for cost reduction that can be leveraged form
both, standardization and integration of todays
fragmented systems: “The data in general we could
also get from customers, that is not the biggest issue
today, where I see the biggest value is in the
integration of the systems, that leads to cost
reductions. This integration aspect, combined with
reliable digital data exchange will also allow us to
further optimized other processes, for example our
fleet management.” (IR_M).
Along these lines we exemplified that blockchain
promises to enable to share critical processes and
documents across organizations, and leverage value
through that sharing. Nonetheless, the technology still
allows each stakeholder to set their individual foci, e.g.
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on customer convenience like the RTA, or on reducing
operational costs like the importer. Hence, all in all
blockchain enables both players to excel through
shared operational efficiency.

5. Discussion
From our conceptualization and evaluation steps
with the Car Dossier project, we collected first
indication for how blockchain can enable companies
to create value in the car ecosystem. Drawing on the
blockchain characteristics, which enable the
capabilities, our findings suggest blockchain value
creation through: Distributed Product Innovation,
Controlled Customer Intimacy and, Shared
Operational Efficiencies. These insights are valuable
for both, researchers and practitioners as they help to
understand the potential business value that lies within
blockchain platforms. Further, on the basis of these
results we derive guidelines that help to guide design
decisions in a way to enable business value realization
from the technology. Table 3 summarizes the
guidelines for each of the blockchain value disciplines,
and in the following below, we will discuss what our
learnings may mean for other businesses aiming to
create value from blockchain.
Table 3. Guidelines for blockchain value
creation
Blockchain
Value Creation
Distributed
Product
Innovation
Controlled
Customer
Intimacy
Shared
Operational
Efficiency

Guidelines for other businesses
Put on your consortium glasses and
focus on unserved potential in the
ecosystem rather than your industry
segment.
Be aware of the changing (power)
relationships and focus on building
an even greater trust-relationship to
your customers.
Resolve cross-organizational
inefficiencies jointly but set your
own focus to leverage the full
potential for your business.

Thus, we provide first evidences for the academic
questions raised above and the problems managers
currently phase. Further, previous research has
claimed that blockchain has the potential for
disrupting businesses [19], [20], we add to this by
demonstrating how this can be realized in the car
ecosystem. More precisely we reveal the blockchain
traits on a horizontal level, that penetrate business
practices. During our qualitative analysis it emerged
that in accordance with previous research [28], also in
this project a two-level perspective of blockchain
(fabric and application layer) might help to understand

the implications of the technology. Yet, focused on the
business implications of the technology, we further
uncover along that path. Finally, as we have seen that
blockchain affects products (car dossier), business
models (customization) and processes (sharing of
processes) this supports our choice of the value
disciplines [7] as an academic lens.
Distributed Product Innovation means that
blockchain enables co-creating new products and
services across organizations in a distributed way.
However, being able to do so, companies need to put
on their consortium glasses and focus on the customer
needs that might exceed their current industries
boundaries. As we have seen from the Car Dossier
case, blockchain is a technology that allows to
collaborate across industries and jointly create a
product like the car dossier to previously unserved
customer needs. These customer needs however are
not inherent to one company’s current primary
business focus but rather lay at intersections. Thus, for
other companies experimenting with the technology
and aiming to create business value, we suggest to join
efforts with other players in the same ecosystem and
collaborate on research and development, in order to
innovate products and services for a joint market.
Controlled Customer Intimacy refers to the
ability of companies to achieve excellence in customer
intimacy through blockchain, however, in a customercontrolled manner. We exemplified this through the
possibilities of customized insurance, yet, while
respecting customers’ voice. Thus, as some of our
stakeholders have already learned from the project,
companies that aim to leverage this potential need to
build trust to their customers first. This is because a
platform like the one of the Car Dossier project does
allow increased access to customer data. However,
inherent to the characteristics of blockchain it also
inhibits unpermitted control. On the one hand this is
necessary to allow companies to trust the data they get
from other players in the system. On the other hand,
this also introduces greater control over data access for
customers. Hence, the guideline we derive for other
companies that rely on a customer relationship
business and aim to create value through blockchain,
is to focus on building even greater trust-relationships
with their customers. More specifically they should
interpret the terming intimacy in a more bilateral sense
and build an intimate bilateral relationship, in order to
create value through blockchain with the customer.
Shared Operational Efficiency means that
blockchain enables companies to minimize overhead
costs through sharing processes which in turn enables
companies to achieve shared operational excellence.
In our case project there were plenty of examples for
resolving inefficiency and eliminating intermediary
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steps. One example elaborated above was the case of
a car import, where authorities like road traffic
authority and customs can digitize and share processes
with importer businesses. This allows on the one hand
authorities to increase customer convenience. On the
other hand, it facilitates opportunities for cost
reduction for importer. Both resulting in individually
optimized
business
processes
from
cross
organizational collaboration. Based on these insights
from the Car Dossier case, our suggestions for other
companies aiming to create value from the technology
through better infrastructure management, is to apply
a balanced perspective. On the one hand, jointly target
cross-organizational inefficiencies with your partners.
On the other hand, focus on the specificities of your
own business to leverage the full potential from arising
unresolved inefficiencies.
While the results and the above-mentioned
guidelines show great potential for how businesses can
realize the value potential from blockchain, there are
also certain hurdles we encountered during our
exploration. First, in such a big project multiple
interest groups need to be managed. As this analysis
exemplifies, there is great potential for all stakeholder,
however in different ways. Thus, managing these
different interests accordingly, to allow all stakeholder
to leverage the potential they are after, is a key activity
affecting all. Second, all companies collaborating on
the same project for one ecosystem will all have the
same potential, independent the industry they are in
now. This can induce competition over business
potential. Third, the boundaries of customer intimacy
need to be respected. Societal questions like
reinforcement of two-classes society through too
much individualization need to be evaluated carefully.
Finally, changing operational processes that
incorporate authorities are not as simple. Sometimes
even legal groundings are needed for that. Yet, the
novelty and constant evolution the technology itself
makes it hard for practitioners to initiate legal changes.
Thus, despite discovered value potential, leveraging it
is yet another hurdle.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we address the little attention that was
given to blockchain from a business perspective by
explicate how businesses can create value from the
technology in the car ecosystem. Based on the results
from the Car Dossier project, we provide design
guidelines for other businesses aiming to create value
from blockchain. These insights are valuable not least
for (1) academia, as we add to the limited discourse on
business potential from blockchain by applying a

scientific lens to the value creation and hence
providing first answers to open research questions; (2)
businesses, through disclosing insights in an advanced
blockchain project in a highly-competitive market and
providing guidelines for other businesses; (3) society
as we emphasize both, the necessity of legislators for
adapting and loosening legislation to allow leveraging
efficiencies, but also keeping an eye on regulations
with respect to customer protection. Yet, our paper has
a few limitations. First, our analysis is based solely on
the findings of one project. Thus, we recognize future
research will be needed to test the generalizability and
the applicability of our findings in the selected, and in
other domains. Second, even though our project
moved beyond mere prototyping phase, it is still in an
early design phase, thus the proposed value potential
will require testing in practice. Third, we acknowledge
the generality of the approach to define the business
value of blockchain projects and the need for more
fine-grained analysis. This deficit we aim to address
through future research, as part of our ongoing
collaboration with the Car Dossier consortium.
Finally, it has to be noted that blockchain itself is still
a recent innovation that might experience further
developments which could impact the value creation
logic. Thus, our findings should be viewed as an initial
step towards a more holistic understanding of the
business potential from blockchain.
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